Date: 8/9/23-8/11/23

CONSTRUCTION ALERT
Thornton Hall Concrete Repairs

ITEMS OF INTEREST:
Concrete repairs will be taking place in several areas around Thornton Hall. Demo will begin 8/9/23 and concrete pour will be 8/11/23.

- Engineers’ way lower sidewalk will have some repairs. Upper sidewalk will be open.
- Stairs from Thornton loading dock leading to Olson will be closed for resurfacing, stairs on other side of bridge entrance to Thornton will remain open.
- Small areas in courtyard near Olson & Thornton will have some demo.
- Small section at McCormick Rd construction area will have some demo.
- All areas will have barricades and alternate pedestrian passage.

BACKGROUND:
These repairs are to correct identified trip hazards and are minimal disruption.

ISSUED BY:
Brian Thomas CPM
CC&R bkt4x@virginia.edu
PHOTOS/MAPS OF AREAS AFFECTED:
This area has locations closed. Use upper sidewalk.
Demo area. Pedestrians have access around location.

END OF ALERT